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all the movies found here are hosted on any third-
party servers that are freely distributed by their

owners, according to the gnu general public
license, version 2 or later, which governs the
software. for those unaware of ramanujan, his

astounding intellect preceded his meteoric rise at
the school where hardy had a professorship. he
was a teenager when he entered trinity college,
cambridge and where he befriended hardy. in

1918, ramanujan sent hardy a letter and by 1920,
they were in regular contact. hardy was a

renowned mathematician and also a famed book
reviewer. the letter ramanujan sent was

extraordinary and so was the response from hardy.
before albert einstein there was srinivasa

ramanujan a little known fact outside india and the
academic community, and precisely why this story
had to be told. the man who knew infinity serves

as a biopic behind the life and times of ramanujan,
a self-taught indian mathematician, who some say
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could decipher the very fabric of existence. its a
poignant film in as much as an emotional roller
coaster but an extraordinary story told almost a

century after ramanujans early and tragic death in
1920. the man who knew infinity 2015 streaming :

srinivasa ramanujan is a self-taught indian
mathematician, who, some say, could decipher the

very fabric of existence. his discoveries are now
part of the standard text books, but he died in

1920, and his story is little known outside india and
the academic community, and precisely why this
story had to be told. the man who knew infinity
serves as a biopic behind the life and times of

ramanujan, a self-taught indian mathematician,
who some say could decipher the very fabric of
existence. its a poignant film in as much as an

emotional roller coaster but an extraordinary story
told almost a century after ramanujans early and

tragic death in 1920. 5ec8ef588b
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